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li55(L) 

Memorandum 66-49 

Subject: Study 55(L) - Additur 

8/4/66 

The attached recommendation is presented for your approval prior 

to printing. The recommended legislation was approved at the last 

meeting for printing. We have revised the recommendation and comments 

to reflect changes suggested by members of the Commission and also to 

eliminate portions that are unnecessary since we now have 8.resesrch 

study on this subject. 

We hope that you will have time to read the recommendation prior 

to the meeting so that this matter can be handled expeditiously. 

We plan to have the pamphlet printed after the August meeting and 

we hope to have the printed pamphlet available early in December. The 

research study (copy attached) has been accepted for publication in the 

california Western Law Review and we plan to print the article by photo-

offset in our pamphlet. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Joseph B. Harvey 
Assistant Executive Secretary 
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#55(t) 

RECOMMENDATION 

of the 

CALIFORNIA IAW REVISION COMMISSION 

relating to 

ADDITUR 

When the defendsnt IIDYeS for a new trial on the ground of excessive 

damages, the court may condition its denial of the motion upon the 

plaintiff's consent to the entry of a judgment for damages in a 1esser 

amount than the damages awarded by the jury. This practice is known as 

remittitur. Although the court--not the jury--actually fixes the amount 

of the damages when remittitur is used, the California courts have held 

that this practice does not violate the nonconsenting defendant's right 

to have a jury determine the am:>unt of the damages for which he is liable. 

In Dorsey v. Barba, 38 Cal.2d 350, 240 P.2d 604 (1952), the Cali-

fornia Supreme Court held that a court cou1d not condition its denial of 

a plaintiff's motion for new trial on the ground of inadequate damages 

upon the defendant's consent to.the entry of a judgment for damages in a 

greater amount than the amount awarded by the jury. The SUpreme Court 

held that this practice--known as additur--violated the nonconsenting 

plaintiff's constitutionsl right to have a jury determine the amount of 

the damages to which he is entitled. 

Although some corrective device must be available to the judge 

when he is convinced that the damages awarded by the jury are clearly 

inadequate or excessive, the granting of a new trial is a time consuming 

and expensive remedy. "The consequences [of granting new trials] have 

been to prolong litigation, to swell bills of cost, to delay finsl adjudi-

cations, and, in a large number of instances, to have such excessive 
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judgments repeated over and over, upon the new trial." Alabama Great 

Southern Rr v. Roberts, 113 Tenn. 488, 493, 82 S.W. 314, 315 (1904). 

"It is thus held in reserve as a last resort, because it is more ex-

pensive and inconvenient than ot;ler remedies. 11 Lisbon v, Iayman, 

49 N.H. 553, 600 (1870). See also MC CORMICK, DAMAGES 77 (1935)("New 

trials ••.. are extravagantly wasteful of time and money, so that 

judges and lawyers have constantly sought to minimize this waste by 

modifYing the form of the judge's inter ention on the application for 

a new trial."). 

Thus, methods have been sought that \,Till end litigation by permjtM" 

more expeditious corrective measures where damages are inadequate or eXC'3S

sive. Where permitted, additur and remittitur serve this purpose. C=.2:-!

tators generally agree that both d'wices should be an integral part of 0= 

Judicial machinery. E.g., Carlin, Remittiturs and Additurs, 49 ~1. VA. L. Q. 

1 (1942); 1I0te, 40 CALIF. L. REV. 276 (1952); C=ec.t, 44 YALE L. J. 318 

(1934); 28 CALIF. L. REV. 533 (1940); 12 lIASTD:OS L. J. 212 (1960); 14 

SO. CAl;.. L. REV. 490 (1941); 6 U.C.L~A. L. REV. 441 (1959). Ilot 

only do these devices tend to benefit the particular liti-

gants by ending the litigation and avoiding the expense of a retrial, '1m' 

they also benefit litigants generally by reducing calendar congestion. 

Although remittitur is a well recognized California alternative to 

granting a new trial on the ground of excessive damages, additur is not used. 

to s:n:y great extent in California because of the decision in Dorsey v. B:-.?:>,: 

38 Cal.2d 350, 240 P.2d 604 (1952). This has resulted in giving plainti!'.~d 

a benefit unavailable to defendants, for remittitur is available to co?rv'. 

an excessive verdict but additur is not available to correct an inadequat8 

verdict. 
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The :Uw Revision Connn.Ls3ion believes that additur should be avail-

able as a corrective for inadeqllate verdicts whenever its use does not 

infringe the plaintiff's right to a jUl-Y determination of his damages. 

California trial judges do not appear, however, to be using additur as 

an alternative to a n~w trial, apparently because of the doubts concern-

ing its constitutionality that were raiAed in the Dorsey case. But a 

careful analysis of the Dorsey case indicates that it neither holds nor 

requires a holding that additur would be unconstitutional in a case 

where the jury verdict on the issue of damages is supported by substan-
1 

tial evidence and, accordingly, a denial of a motion for a new trial 

on the ground of inadequate damages would not be improper. In such a 

case, the court ms.y grant or deny a new trial in its discretion, and 

either action will be sustained as proper. And because a new jury 

trial may be entirely denied, it is no deprivation of the right to a 

jury trial to condition the der:ial of a new trial in such a case upon 

additur. 

In the ~~ case, the jury returned a verdict for plaintiffs i~ 

amounts that were "insufficien-!; to cover medical expenses and loss of 

earnings" (38 Cal.2d at 355, 240 P.2d at 607); thus no allowance what-

soever was made for pain and disfigurement. The plaintiff's motion 

1 
If the Dorsey case represents the view of the present members of the 

California Supreme Court, a constitutional amendment would be re
quired to authorize adr:itur in any case where there is no substan
tial evidence to support the dams.ges awarded by the jury because in 
such a case neither the plaintiff nor the defendant has been 
accorded a proper trial by jury on the issue of damages. However, 
we are not concerned with that kind of case in this recommendation, 
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for a new trial, based on an inadequate jury award, was denied by the trial 

court upon defendant's consent to pay additional sums that resulted in a 

judgment being entered for an:ounts that "exceeded the special damages 

proved and apparently included some compensation for pain and disfigurement" 

(38 Cal.2d at 355, 240 P.2d at 607). Upon plaintiffs' appeal from the judg-

ment entered on the basis of the additur order, the California Supreme Court 

held that the trial court's action violated plaintiffs' constitutional 

right to a jury trial on the issue of dsmages. After noting that "the 

evidence would sustain recovery for pain and disfigurement well in excess 

of the amounts assessed by the court," the court held that a "court may 

not impose conditions which impair the right of either party to a 

reassessment of damages by the jury where the first verdict was iDadequate, 

and the defendant's waiver of his right to jury trial by consenting t" 

modification of the judgment cannot be treated as binding on the plaintiff" 

(38 Cal.2d at 358, 240 P.2d at 608-609 (emphasis added». 

Mr. Justice (now Chief Justice) Traynor dissented, notinG 

particularly that "plaintiffs have already had their jury trial" (38 Cal.2d 

at 363, 240 P.2d at 612) and that "the right to a jury trial ••• does not 

include the right to a new trial" (38 Cal.2d at 360, 240 P.2d at 610) involving 

"a reassessment of damages by a second jury" (38 Cal.2d at 365, 240 P.2d at 613). 

Although it is not entirely clear from either opinion, it seems reasonable 

to conclude that the fundamental difference between the majority and minority 

pOSitions in the Dorsey case stemned from differing views as to the vali'.:aty 
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c of the original verdict that was rendered in the case. The majority 

apparently viewed the verdict as invalid because the jury had failed 

to find on a material issue--the general damages. Therefore, the 

plaintiffs had a right to a jury determination of that issue in a new 

trial and that right had been violated by the trial court's attempt 

to determine the issue. The minority justice apparently viewed the 

verdict as being sufficiently supported by the evidence so that the 

plaintiff had no constitutional right to a new trial. There being no 

error in the denial of the new trial, the verdict satisfied the plain-

tiff's constitutional right to a jury trial and he could not possibly 

be prejudiced by the court's judgment granting him more than the 

verdict. 

The reasoning of the Dorsey opinion, so interpreted, does not 

preclude additur in a case where a jury determination of dalrages is 

supported by substantial evidence. In such a case, the plaintiff 

could not successfully contend that he had been deprived of a jury 

determination on the issueot damages 'if judgment were entered on the 

verdict. .2!. Imltert v. Kl!.cp, 101 Cal. App. 388, 281 Pac. 690 (1929). 

Of course, this does not preclude the trial court from granting a new 

trial based on inadequate dannges because it is the court's duty on 

such a motion to make an independent appraisal of the evidence and an 

independent determination of the amount of damages to which the pJ.aintiff 

is entitled. But in such a case the plaintiff is not invoking his con-

stitutional right to jury trial, for it was satisfied by the rendition 

of a jury verdict supported by substantial evidenct. He is appealing, 

rather, to the trial judge for a review of the jury's determination, 

sitting as a thirteenth juror. If' the plaintiff is given, not a new 

trial, but an increment to the valid jury verdict in the exercise of 
-5-
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a power of additur, he nas no constitutional ground of objection. 

Accordingly, the Commission bas concluded that trial courts can 

and should be given authority by statute--if such authority dqes not 

now exist--to use additur in cases where granting a new trial on the 

issue of damages is otherwise appropriate and the jury verdict is sup-

ported by substantial evidence. Under these cirCUlll8tances, the 

plaintiff's right to a jury trial is logically and constitutionally 

satisfied. 

RECOMMENDATION 

The Commission recommends the enactment of legislation to acc~sh 

the following objectives: 

(1) A new section--Section 662.5--should be added to the Code of Civil 

Procedure to give express statutory recognition to additur practice in one 

area where its availability bas not been clearly recognized by the case law, 

i.e., where after weighing the evidence the trial cClI.lrt is convinced from the 

entire record, including reasonable inferences therefrom, that the verdict, 

although supported by substantial evidence, is clearly inadequate. Explicit 

statutory recognition of additur authority in this type of case 'rill eliminate 

the uncertainty that now exists. There is no need, however, to detail by 

statute the variety of other circumstances in which various'farms of additur 

are permissible under existing case lan; these exist and 'rill continue to 

exist on a common law basis just as remittitur authority will continUe 

to exist l/ithout benefit of explicit statutory recognition. 

The new section will make clear that additur is an integral part of our 

judicial machinery. This ~Iill enCQ\a"cge the judicious use of this alternativo 

to the granting of' a cotion for a new trial and \'li11 thus avoid the delay 

and expense of retrials. See the discussion at pages 1-2 supra. 
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(2) The statement in Code of Civil Procedure Section 657 that excessive 

damages is an independent ground for granting a new trial. should be revised 

to eliminate the purported requirement that the excessive damages resulted 

fran passion or prejudice. The true basis for granting a ne" trial because 

of an excessive award of damages is the insufficiency of the evidence to support 

the verdict. E.g., Koyer v. McComber, 12 Cal.2d 175, 82 P.2d 941 (1938). 

Despite this fact, the statement of excessive damages as an independent ground 

for granting a new trial. should be continued. First, it serves to indicate 

precisely lTherein the verdict is defective and distinguishes the damage 

issue from other issues l-There the sufficiency of tile evidence my be questioned. 

Second, elimination of excessive dSlIlBiles as an independent ground for granting 

a new trial llould cast doubt upon its continued availability. 

(3) Inadequacy of damages awarded by a jury should be explicitly 

recognized in Section 657 as a ground for granting a new trial. It is presently 

recognize& in fact by the courts, but the specific ground for such recognition 

is stated to be insufficiency of the evidence to justify the verdict. ~. Harper 

v. Superior Air Parts, Inc., 124 Cal. App.2d 91, 268 P.2d 115 (1954). Explicit 

statutory recognition of excessive damages \dthout apparent recognition of its 

COnlTerse--inadequate damages--might create doubt as to the availability of the 

latter as a ground for granting a new trial. 
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PROPOSED LEGISLATION 

The Commission's recommendations would be effectuated by enactment 

of the following measure: 

An act to amend Section 657 of, and to add Section 662.5 to, the Code of 

Civil Procedure, relating to new trials. 

The people of the State of California do enact as follows: 

SECTION 1. Section 657 of the Code of Civil Procedure is 

amended to read: 

657. The verdict may be vacated and any other decision may 

be modified or vacated, in whole or in part, and a new or further 

trial granted on all or part of the issues, on the application of 

the party aggrieved, for any of the following causes, materially 

affecting the substantial rights of such party: 

1. Irregularity in the proceedings of the court, jury or 

adverse party, or any order of the court or abuse of discretion by 

which either party was prevented from having a fair trial t ~ 

2. Hisconduct of the jury; and whenever any one or more of the 

jurors have been induced to assent to any general or special verdict, 

or to a finding on any question submitted to them by the court, by 

a resort to the determination of chance, such misconduct may be proved 

by the affidavit of any one of the jurors t ~ 

3. Accident or surprise, which ordinary prudence could not have 

guarded against t ~ 

4. Newly discovered evidence, material for the party making 

the application, which he could not, \'ith reasonable diligence, have 

discovered and produced at the trial t ~ 
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6. ~B8H~~@~@R@Y-@~ The evidence *@ does not justify the ve~ or 

other ~ecision, or ~Sa~-i~ the verdict or other decision is against law t ~ 

7. Error in law, occurring at the trial and excepted to by 

the party making the application. 

When a new trial is granted, on all or part of the issues, 

the court shall specify the ground or grounds ~pon which it is 

granted and the court's reason or reasons for granting the new 

trial upon each ground stated. 

A nEn; trial shall not be granted upon the ground e"f-HlsIifUeieBeY-Ar 

that '~he evidence ~9 does not justify the verdict or other decjsj.on I nor upon 

the ground of excessive or inadequate dahlages, unless after weighing 

the evidence the court i: convinced fr::m the entire record, including 

reasonable inferences therefr~, that the court or jury clearly 

_should have reached a 8SS'o!'aFy different verdict or decision. 

The order passing upon and determining the motion must be made 

and entered as provided in Section 660 and if the motion is granted must 

state the ground or grounds relied upon by the court, and may contain 

the specificat:on of reasons. If an order granting such motion does 

not contain sucL specification of reasons, the court must, within 

10 days after filing such order, prepare, sign and file such 

specification of reasons in writing with the clerk. The court shall 

not direct the attorney for a party to prepare either or both said 

order and said specification of reasons .• 

On appeal from an order granting a new trial the order shall 

be affirmed if it should have been granted upon any ground stated in 

-9-
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the motion, whether or not specified in the order or specification 

of reasons t-~Fev~4e4 , except that (a) the order shall not be affirmed upon 

the ground ef-the··;iasliffieieRcy-ef that the evidence "1;9 does not 

justify the verdict <:>1' <:>thc1' decision , or t:pcn the ground of excessive 

----" or inadequate damages, ~less such ground is stated in the order 

an order granting a nell trial upon the ground ef-tp.~--iRsliffieieRey 

.. r that the evidence 1;oe does r.ot justify the verdict cr other 

decision, or upcn the ground of excessive or inadequate damages 

aF~eaFiRg-te-Bave-BeeR-givea-~aeF-tfte-iBflKeRee-~f-~8i9a-ep-,pedw4ie9 , 

1"1; shall be conclusively presumed that said order as to such ground was -'--. 

made only for the reasons specified in said order or said specification 

of reasons, and such order shall be reversed as to such ground only if 

there is no substantial basis in the record for any of such reasons. 

COllIllIent. The amendments to Section 657 simply codify judicial decisions 

declaring its substantive effect: 

First, the amended section explicitly recognizes that an inadequate 

award-of damages is a ground for granting a new trial just as an excessive 

award of damages presently is recognized. The availability of this basis for 

-10-" 
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granting a nell trial., on the ground of "insufficiency of the evidence to 

justify the verdict," is well settled in California. Harper v. Superior 

Air Parts, Inc., 124 Cal. App.2d 91, 268 P.2d ll5 (1954); Reilley v. McIntire, 

29 Cal. App.2d 559, 85 P.2d 169 (1938)(neither passion nor prejudice need be 

shown) • 

Second, the qualifying language in subdivision 5 and in the last para-

graph that purports to limit the ground of excessive damages to an award 

influenced by "passion or prejudice" is eliminated as unnecessary. It is settled 

trot the true basis for granting a ne,; trial because of excessive damages 

is that the verdict is against the weight of the evidence, ~, "the insuf

ficiency of the evidence to justify the verdict or other decision"; neither 

passion nor prejudice need be shown. Koyer v. McComber, 12 Cal.2d 115, 82 

P.2d 941 (1938). See 8inz v. Owens, 33 Cal..2d 749, 205 P.2d 3 (1949). 

Third, subdivision 6 is revised to substitute "the evidence does not 

justify the verdict or other decision" for "insufficiency of the evidence to 

justify the verdict or other decision." This revision codifies the deciSional 

law that a new trial. can be granted not only where the court is convinced 

that the evidence is clearly insufficient (either nonexistent or lacking in 

probative force) to support the verdict but also where the evidence is 

such -(both present and of such prcbative.force) as to convince the court 

that 'a contrary verdict is clearly required by the evidence. Estate 

of Bainbridge, 169 Cal.. 166, 146Pac. 42'7 (1915); §harp v. Hoffman, 19 Cal. 404, 

'21 Pac. 846 (18139). Conforming changes are made in two other places in the section. 

Fourth, an explicit reference to. "excessive or inadequate damages" is 

added to the second paragraph following subdivision 7, and the phrase "differ-

ent verdict or decision" is substituted for "contrary verdict or decision" in 

the same paragraph to avoid any misunderstanding that might result from the 
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c addition o~ a reference to excessive or inadequate damages. This paragraph. 

which was added as a part of the 1965 revision of Section 657, directs the 

court not to grant a new trial upon the ground of insufficiency of the evidence 

unless the court is convinced that a contrary verdict should have been rendered. 

The reference to "excessive or inadequate damages" recognizes that the true 

basis for ~ranting a new trial on either of these grounds has been "the insuf-

ficiency or the evidence to justify the verdict or other decision." Conforming 

changes are also made in the last paragraph of the section. 
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SEC. 2. Section 662.5 is added to the Cede of Civil Prccedure, 

to read: 

662.5. (a) In any civil actbn where the verdict of the 

jury on the issue of damages is supported by substantial evidence 

but an order granting a nel'l trial limited to the issue of 

damages wJuld nevertheless be proper, the trial cJurt may grant 

a motion for new trial on the ground of inadequate damages and make 

HSJrder subject to the conditi:lD that the motion for a new trial 

is denied if the party against whom the verdict bas been rendered 

consents to an addition of so much tbereto as the court in its 

discretion determines. 

(b) NJthing in this section precludes a court from making an 

order of the kind described in subdivision (a) in any other case 

where such an order is constitutionally permissible. 

(c) Nothing in this section affects the authority of the 

court to order a new trial on the ground of excessive damages and 

to make such order subject to the condition that the motion for a 

new trial on that ground is denied if the party recovering the 

damages consents to a reduction of so much therefrom as the court 

in its discretion determines. 

Comment. This section makes it clear that additur may be used in certain 

cases as an alternative to granting a motion for a new trial on the ground of 

inadequacy of damages. The section is permissive in nature; it does not 

require that additur be resorted to merely because the conditions stated in 

the section are satisfied. The section does not preclude the use of additur 
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in any other case where it is appropriate. Nor does the section affect 

existing.remittitur practice. 

Subdivision (a). Subdivision (a) authorizes additur only where after 

weighing the evidence the court is convinced from the entire record, in-

cluding reasonable inferences therefrom, that the verdict, although 

supported by substantial evidence, is clearly inadequate. See CODE eIV: 

PROC. § 657. In addition, the defendant must consent to the additional 

damages or the condition upon ;hich the court's order denying the new 

trial is predicated will not have been satisfied and hence insofar as 

the order grants a new trial it will become effective as the order of 

the court. These conditions are designed to meet the constitutional 

objections to additur in unliquidated damages cases that were raised in 

Dorsey v. Barba, 38 CaL2d 350, 240 P.2d 604 (1952). See the discussion 

in 8 CAL. LAW REVISION COMM'N, REP., REP. & S'lUDIES *--*** (1966-67). 

The exercise of additur authority under subdivision (a) is limited 

to cases where "an order granting a new trial limited to the issue of 

damages would • be proper." This lim! tat ion prevents the use of 

additur where the inadequate damages are the result of a compromise on 

liability. A new trial limited to the issue of damages is not appropriate 

in such a case. E.g., Leipert v. Honald, 39 CaL2d 462, 247 P.2d 324 (1952); 

Hamasaki v. Flotho, 39 Cal.2d 602, 248 P.2d 910 (1952). 

Subdivision (a) applies only to civil actions where there has been 

a trial by jury. Sufficient statutory authority for the exercise of 

discretionary additur authority in cases tried by the court without a 

jury is provided by Code of Civil Procedure Section 662. 

Subdivision (a) grants additur authority to trial courts only; 

existing appellate additur practice is unaffected. See CODE erv. PROC. 

§ 53; CAL. CT. RULES Rule 24(b). 
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Subdivision (b). This subdivision makes it clear that the proposed 

section does not preclude the exercise of additur authority in any other case 

in which it may appropriately be exercised. It appears fram the earlier cases 

as well as from the opinion in Dorsey v. Barba, 38 Cal.2d 350, 240 P.2d 604 

(1952) that additur is permissible not only under the circumstances specified 

in subdivision (a) but also in the following cases: 

(1) In any case where damages are certain and ascertainable by a fixed 

standard. In such a case--~, where plaintiff sues on a $25,000 note and the 

jury has returned a verdict for $20,OOO--the court by an additur order merely 

fixes damages in the only amount justified by the evidence and the only 

amount that a jury properly could find; any variance in that amount would 

either be excessive or inadequate as a matter of law. See Pierce v. Schaden, 

62 Cal. 283 (1882); Adamson v. County of Los Angeles, 52 Cal. App. l25, 198 

Pac. 52 (1921). 
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(2) In any case where the court's conditional order granting a new 

trial requires the consent of both plaintiff and defendant. Failure of 

either party to consent ~1ill resw.t in granting a .new trial;. bence, the 

plaintiff retains control over whether or not he will receive. a second jury 

trial.. Since consent of both parties operates to· waive each p~rtyl Bright 

·t.o...a.jury trial, there can be no complaint to this 'form of additur. Hall 

··v .. Murphy, 187 Cal. App.2d 296, 9 Cal. Rptr. 547 (1960). 

(3) .. In any case where the court, with the consent of the defendant, 

fixes damages in the highest amount which the evidence will sgpport. Since 

any )arger ~unt would be excessive as a matter of law, the pJaintife. is not 

prejudiced by denial of a second jury trial. See Dorsey v. Barba". .. 38 Cal..2d 

350,.358, 240 P.2d 604, 608 (1952)(" [T]he plaintiff.has actually beeil injured 

[only] if, under the eVidence.· he could have obtained a still laJ:ger award 

from a second jury< "; Dorsey v. Barba., 226 P. 2d 677. 690 (Cal. Di.st. ct. 

App •. 195l); Note, 40 CALIF. L. REV. 276, 285-86 (1952). 

Subdivision (b) also leaves the· California Supreme Court fr.oe to modify, 

J..:!.mit, or even overrule Dorsey v. Barba, 38 Cal.2d 350, 240·p·.2d.604 (1952),· 

and allow additur practice in cases where the jury verdict on damages is not 

supported by substantial evidence. 

·Subdivision (c), SubdiVision (c) makes it clear that this section has 

no effect on existing remittitur practice. 
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